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Special features

* Auto Tuned Digital Generator with 5’’ Color HMI control panel.
* Time and Power mode welding process with Frequency display. 
* Amplitude soft start, ensure make use of huge horns. 
* Welding amplitude adjustment range 20~100%
* Adopt parallel resonance to drive the converter, reduce  heating 
of converter to protect it. 

 
spherical transducer base for easy horizontal adjustment. 
The base with T-slot for fast tool change.

* Frequency locking system: above frequency range and below
   frequency range protection, selecting type mistake protection,
   horn cracked protection. 
* Constant amplitude system: overpower protection, faulty
   operated protection. 
* Control system: wrong parameter protection. 

* Others: interfering impulse absorbed protection, converter

   and horn damaged protection.

Security Measures

Range & Technical Specification

Particular DW1528PDW2020PDW2015P

Output/Frequency

Weight

Dimensions (mm)

Welding Area

1500W, 20KHz

90Kg
440 x 690 x 1500

150mm

2000W,20KHz

95Kg

440 x 690 x 1500

200mm

95Kg

440 x 690 x 1500

250mm

2800W, 15KHz

Since 2002  is a marketing company involved in sales and service of 
plastic joining products like ultrasonic plastic  welding, spin welding, tube sealing 
machines etc.

 is  a  team of technically experienced, aggressive, enthusiastic and 
ambitious peoples, who focused on success and have techno commercial tie-up 
with world well known company PI Shan Automatic Co. Ltd., TAIWAN as well as 
their authorized agent of for marketing their products in India since 2002. .

Axess has developed and manufacturing same quality machines in India with 
 brand name by the help of Bensonic & being experienced in ultrasonic 

technology from a long time span of about 18 years. All components for Indian 
make machine sources from the similar supplier from Taiwan and Germany, 
Some Key components still supplied by . 
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